
Reflection Hair + Beauty Care

Dubai
Po Box : 53963
United Arab Emirates

Phone: +971 4 3944595
Fax: +971 4 3455080

 Reflection Hair & Beauty Care offers its clients spacious, quiet, comfortable

treatment rooms. Soft soothing music in the background helps our clients totally

relax and enjoy their treatment under the care of our trained staff. The Hair Salon

located downstairs is where our Hair Stylists create the latest hair colours and styles

for our clients. A dedicated area is set aside for nail extensions. The Reception area

warmly welcomes our clients. Gift Vouchers are available, they make excellent

presents and are well received. Accumulator Card Any treatment over 50 DHS. is

rewarded with collectable points that can be redeemed for a free treatment when

correct amount of points are obtained. Snips & Snaps We now, by popular demand,

organize group mornings for friends or club members with a beauty therapist and

hairstylist to answer your hair and beauty questions, show you our latest in

technology and techniques and to serve you refreshments all free of charge. Group

make-up lessons with refreshments can also be arranged (prices available from

reception). Our manicures and pedicures can also be booked in groups of two or

three friends. Hair COLOURS TO DYE FOR Vero Colours by Joico A little nervous

about changing hair styles or colour? Let our expert hair stylists (UK trained) advise
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you on this, our half hour consultation is complimentary. We offer cutting (including

for children's hair), colour correction, highlights, perms, blow-dry and hair ups for

that special occasion, hair repair treatments and all aspects of hair dressing. We

use the exclusive range of Joico hair colours and treatments. The Colours are ready

for you but are you ready for the Colours? Corrections Because of the experience

and extensive training of our staff, Reflection is able to offer colour correction and

treatment to colour- damaged hair. Don't let a disaster with colour keep you hidden

at home when help is just a phone call away. Anti Aging Reflection specializes in

effective anti-aging treatments. CACI - Micro Current Lifting System - works by

combining a unique patented waveform with naturally occurring bio-electric current

of the body to achieve instantly visible results on sagging muscle and skin tissue.

The CACI treatment programme consists of a course of deeply relaxing sessions

followed by a maintenance programme of just 8 to 10 CACI treatments each

year. Futur-Tec - Skin Regenertor System - non-invasive and non-abrasive, Futur-

Tec is the ultimate skin treatment system, effectively and painlessly tackling face

and body skin imperfections, such as wrinkles, cellulite, stretch marks,

pigmentation, blemishes, acne and scar tissue. A course of Futur-Tec treatments is

recommended followed by a once a month maintenance

programme. Microdermabrasion - the fine crystal mist gently refines the epidermal

layer, the technique stimulates the micro-circulation to promote a health new layer

of skin. Your skin feels and looks smoother and glowing. Face Facts - Anti-Aging

Treatments at Reflections are both enjoyable and effective. Clients having had

excellent results with our CACI non-surgical face lifting treatments are now

obtaining even greater results alternating CACI with Future Tec. Future Tec uses

Micro current, laser, ultra sound and vacuum to soften deeper lines, and encourage

healing and regeneration. There are seven Future Tec treatments to choose from

Anti Aging, Cellulite, Deep Wrinkle, Acne / Blemish / Pigmentation, Stretch

Mark/Scar, Back Congestion and Aged Hands Treatment. Swedish Massage :

Created by Dr. Henry Ling of Sweden in the 1800s, the benefits of this are

relaxation, increased energy, improved skin tone and less visible cellulite. Chinese

Massage : A massage concentrating on acupressure points and meridians with the
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option of Chinese cups to accelerate lymphatic drainage. Peppermint Sea Twist Full

Body Warp : This slimming body shaping treatment combines peppermint oil with

seaweed to stimulate, rejuvenate and purify your skin. Helps contour and firm the

body, great for cellulite. Emerge with an invigorating feeling. Seaweed Treatment :

In this treatment a detoxifying, nourishing seaweed body mask is applied, followed

by seaweed re-energizing body cream. After this treatment the skin feels smooth

and firm. Body Polish : This natural cleanser and exfoliator is massaged on the skin

helping to purify and slough off dead skin cells leaving the skin super smooth and

moisturized. CACI Quantum : Quantum body treatments by CACI can be tailored to

suit your needs from muscle toning (helps lift and shape), cellulite reducing or

lymphatic drainage (reduces toxins) or to help relieve muscular back pain.Tel: +971

4 3454800        +971 4 3454834

Contact Person: N/A
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